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Brings Rock May Day Polka Party in Cologne with Elation Lighting 
 
Countless parties take place on May Day in Germany and this year one of the best took place in 
Cologne as hometown band Brings rocked Lanxess Arena with a high-energy Polka Party. TSL 
Production of Cologne supported the event as the full-service technical provider and used a full 
complement of Elation lighting gear to support the howling rock ‘n’ roll show.   
 
Brings has been performing for over 25 years and the evening proved a nostalgic journey through 
the band’s long list of hits. Some 13,000 guests attended the 4 ½ hour concert, which took place in 
combination with an after-show party. Lighting design was by Dominik Schmid, head of lighting for 
Brings, along with Frank Schmitz, technical supervisor and owner of TSL Production.  
 

  
 
TSL Production supports Brings as technical provider at all their concerts and developed the entire 
technical concept (lighting, video and sound) for the May Day Polka Party show. The lighting rig was 
large and included some of Elation’s newest stage lighting luminaires, namely 20 Artiste DaVinci™ 
LED moving spots and 16 DARTZ 360™ narrow-beam LED beam/spot moving heads, as well as 30 
Platinum HFX™ moving heads, 24 ACL 360 Bar™ LED moving battens and 16 ACL 360 Matrix™ 
moving head effect panels.  
 
“The DaVinci and DARTZ were solid and gave us some unique looks,” stated TSL Production’s Frank 
Schmitz. “We used pixelmapping between the large LED screen strips and the ACL 360 Matrix and 
ACL 360 Bar fixtures, which made for some nice visual looks as well. We then interspersed effects 
from the Platinum HFX fixtures and it looked great.”  
 
From an upstage position came color and visual effects from Artiste DaVinci’s, as well as beam 
looks from more Platinum HFX’s. Additional DaVinci fixtures worked from the B-stage to surround 
and highlight performers in color and effect.  
 



 
 

The DARTZ 360 LED fixtures provided backlight effects from an upstage position and were also used 
to provide dynamic lighting from the DJ Booth B-stage at the after-show party. The compact 
beam/spot DARTZ projects a powerful three-degree beam that is comparable to larger discharge 
lamp fixtures but also houses two prisms and 
has gobo projection capability.  
 
“It was an important concert for Brings and it 
was fantastic to be a part of it,” Schmitz says, 
adding that it was also a very good show from 
a technical perspective. “We love the easy 
handling of the Elation products and their 
powerful output. They are very reliable 
products and our experience is that they hold 
up well over their lifetime,” he concludes. 
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About Elation Professional 
Elation Professional is one of the world’s leading lighting and visual solutions providers and is the global brand of Elation 
Lighting. Founded in 1992 and headquartered in Los Angeles, with European sales, distribution and support based in The 
Netherlands, Elation designs and manufactures a comprehensive range of innovative yet affordable lighting and video 
products that are distributed through a global network of dealers and distributors. Made up of a spirited team of 
dedicated personnel, Elation is setting new efficiency and performance standards in Platinum lamp and LED technology 
and is acknowledged for a comprehensive commitment to Total Support. As a company in expansion with a presence in a 
growing variety of market segments, chances are you’ve experienced Elation lighting at a concert, special event, TV, 
theater, late night venue, House of Worship, theme park, cruise ship, exhibition, architectural space or elsewhere. For 
more information, please visit www.elationlighting.com 
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